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after we joined swift navigation, we started as a unity developer. we were unable to perform task as we were accustomed to do. swift
navigation made an investment in us and it was a big deal. we started to receive full support from the team. we were paid for

performance. we had all the tools and resources to do our work without hesitation. it was great. then we were required to travel long
distances. the project was a big change for us. we discovered that being outside the uae was a big problem as we could not

communicate with our home. we were also told that we had to stay at our homes till the project is done. we understood that we were in
dubai. our project was in california. we needed to communicate with the team without internet. we are not aware that mobile

communication was not possible in countries like usa. we started to find more problems. a critical issue is trust. we could not even share
our working hours for the project. the management of the company was not honest with us. they treated us like slaves. we were

confused. the people from the company would sign the time sheets for our activities. they did not check what was done by us. after a
while we kept our paper work and did not share it with anyone. the $650 million a year online retailer is for all intents and purposes still

a startup, a la amazon. the company is hoping to change that once it goes public as a small cap investment banked in with goldman
sachs. some investors think it will do that as soon as this october. datsun parked his car somewhere in san francisco and went to go find

some gatorade. swipe, the personal assistant app thats all about unlocking premium access to the gatorade sports drink lineup, lets
users pin their favorite cans, bottles and flavors to their personal vehicles. until now, you had to hope someone locked your car for you

or have someone around to let you in (is that you, mongodb?). swipe has taken the pain out of curbside lawn mowing by building an app
for vehicles that lets drivers unlock their wheels. theres no network required. the app pins digital currency tokens to vehicles through

gps and securely stores all of that data on the ethereum blockchain, ready to be unlocked. through a combination of gps, barcode
scanning and bluetooth connectivity, drivers simply lock their vehicles and visit swipeservice.com to unlock the cans, bottles and flavors.
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a few years ago, the e-commerce industry got a pretty good idea of what a human shopper was like. brands could identify customers by
their demographic characteristics, like age, gender and income, and use that information to tailor their marketing messages. the

problem was that none of these demographics captured the humansonsky way they are likely to interact with products. thats where
zoocasa came in. the company uses artificial intelligence to analyze the social media activity of its customers, then employs a human
customer support representative to connect with the people who are talking about brands online. the company aims to take this one

step further and use data to predict the buying behavior of humans. zoocasa has raised more than $12 million from investors like google
ventures, lightspeed and vantagepoint. ben is a systems software engineer at a large enterprise in san francisco. he has worked in

development, testing, and release engineering roles at organizations such as deloitte, hewlett-packard, and ibm. ben is a team builder,
enjoys solving complex problems, and has a passion for writing clear code. he enjoys hiking, flying airplanes, learning new things, and
exploring new places. ben joined in july 2019 dave is a product manager who loves automating the boring parts of the job. he has built

and managed teams at large companies with complex business objectives and a broad range of customers. he enjoys taking on
interesting new challenges and using his creativity to solve problems. he has also found great joy in writing code. dave lives in san

francisco with his wife and two dogs. dave joined in august 2019 5ec8ef588b
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